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Particle physics has been 

• ….. answering  big questions  

• and has been allowed to exist because it can answer 
remaining big questions (such as origin of symmetry 
breaking, charge, gauge interaction, dark matter, 

• this talk  

• What particle physics have  done in the past  

• What LHC is doing right now  

• Thinking about future   



1. History



Looking back LEP era  

EW precision  
• No deviation of standard model.  Field Theory 

win. Light higgs boson was suggested.   

• People started to believe SUSY and thought 
neutralino as standard  dark matter 
candidate.  

• Technicolor  became difficult and  people have left to effective theory:          
Little Higgs model/composite model: Higgs boson is NG boson of some 
global  symmetry without  specifying the origin of symmetry breaking  

• Important Lessons have been learned from  this approach  

• top sector need to be enlarged → top partner  

• Z2 symmetry separating new sector from SM sector → TeV 
scale new physics  (stable spin 1 particle as dark matter) 
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This peak was  interpreted and argued very  
loudly at that time.We learned lots about 

“global significance” since then  

 The 115 GeV Higgs Odyssey John Ellis (CERN) 2000 (at 
that time we were planning to  start LHC at  2005) 

On his way home from Troy, Odysseus had arrived within reach of Ithaca when a great 
storm blew up. He was swept away, and only several years later was he able to return to 
reclaim his rights from the rapacious suitors, with the aid of his son Telemachus. Some 
wonder whether this epic is repeating itself, if the Higgs weighs 115 GeV. If so, are CMS 
and ATLAS cast in the role of Telemachus? In this paper, I first discuss how close to 
Ithaca LEP may have been,…

LEP is Demolished for  LHC 



SUSY 
Gauge Mediation: Low energy SUSY breaking, and 
gravitino  dark matter (spin 3/2, Late decay, 
connection to BBN  )  
Anomaly Mediation :suppressed gaugino mass, wino 
dark matter, moduli decay 
Little Hierarchy argument ,natural SUSY?  

 Extra dim  

Warped Extra dimension(1998, 1999)     Planck scale → EW scale. Yukawa 
coupling can have geometrical meaning, U(1) gauge boson KK dark matter 

Composite 

Little Higgs models (2001)  & Minimal composite models 

What Odyssey had been doing  for  12years:  
role  of Model building  

  2years (budget) + 2 (delay)+ 2(He) was added  



 What LHC have done so far 

• finding SM Higgs boson at 125GeV  

• not finding SUSY  ~TeV range  tension with naturalness  

• not finding any top partner <TeV range  

• Finding “mostly harmless”  peaks and excesses



2.Higgs and SUSY 



Higgs boson in SM 
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Figure 1: Left: SM RG evolution of the gauge couplings g1 =
p

5/3g0, g2 = g, g3 = gs, of the
top and bottom Yukawa couplings (yt, yb), and of the Higgs quartic coupling �. All couplings are
defined in the MS scheme. The thickness indicates the ±1� uncertainty. Right: RG evolution of
� varying Mt, Mh and ↵s by ±3�.

the Yukawa sector and can be considered the first complete NNLO evaluation of ��(µ).

We stress that both these two-loop terms are needed to match the sizable two-loop scale

dependence of � around the weak scale, caused by the �32y4t g
2
s + 30y6t terms in its beta

function. As a result of this improved determination of ��(µ), we are able to obtain a

significant reduction of the theoretical error on Mh compared to previous works.

Putting all the NNLO ingredients together, we estimate an overall theory error on Mh of

±1.0GeV (see section 3). Our final results for the condition of absolute stability up to the

Planck scale is

Mh [GeV] > 129.4 + 1.4

✓

Mt [GeV]� 173.1

0.7

◆

� 0.5

✓

↵s(MZ)� 0.1184

0.0007

◆

± 1.0th . (2)

Combining in quadrature the theoretical uncertainty with the experimental errors on Mt and

↵s we get

Mh > 129.4± 1.8 GeV. (3)

From this result we conclude that vacuum stability of the SM up to the Planck scale is

excluded at 2� (98% C.L. one sided) for Mh < 126GeV.

Although the central values of Higgs and top masses do not favor a scenario with a

vanishing Higgs self coupling at the Planck scale (MPl) — a possibility originally proposed
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Figure 5: Regions of absolute stability, meta-stability and instability of the SM vacuum in the Mt–
Mh plane (upper left) and in the �–yt plane, in terms of parameter renormalized at the Planck
scale (upper right). Bottom: Zoom in the region of the preferred experimental range of Mh and
Mt (the gray areas denote the allowed region at 1, 2, and 3�). The three boundary lines correspond
to ↵s(MZ) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007, and the grading of the colors indicates the size of the theoretical
error. The dotted contour-lines show the instability scale ⇤ in GeV assuming ↵s(MZ) = 0.1184.

determined at hadron colliders su↵ers from O(⇤QCD) non-perturbative uncertainties [41]. A

possibility to overcome this problem and, at the same time, to improve the experimental

error on Mt, would be a direct determination of the MS top-quark running mass from ex-

periments, for instance from the tt̄ cross-section at a future e+e� collider operating above

the tt̄ threshold. In this respect, such a collider could become crucial for establishing the

structure of the vacuum and the ultimate fate of our universe.

As far as the RG equations are concerned, the error of ±0.2 GeV is a conservative

estimate, based on the parametric size of the missing terms. The smallness of this error,

compared to the uncertainty due to threshold corrections, can be understood by the smallness

of all the couplings at high scales: four-loop terms in the RG equations do not compete with

finite tree-loop corrections close to the electroweak scale, where the strong and the top-quark

Yukawa coupling are large.

The LHC will be able to measure the Higgs mass with an accuracy of about 100–200

MeV, which is far better than the theoretical error with which we are able to determine the

condition of absolute stability.

18

Recent Cosmological issues:  
Kearney, Yoo, Zurek   Physical Review D91 123537   
   probability of Higgs field falls  in unstable region during the inflation can be significant.  
   potential  danger developing anti-de Sitter patches   
   Recent follow up paper  1607.00381 East et al  
 Espinosa, Giudice, Morgante, Riotto,Senatore Strumia, Tetradis  JHEP 1509(2015) 174  

lower  limit to reheating temperature depending on  the Higgs coupling to gravy and Habble   

constant during the inflation.  



Higher-order SUSY Higgs, Georg Weiglein, SUSY 2016, Melbourne, 07 / 2016

Numerical impact of new contributions

31

[H. Bahl et al. ’16]
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Very high scale SUSY  vs Future collider reaches 

How heavy it can be ?  
Higgs mass correction is  
challenged by large log 

How light it can be? 

(a) (b)

Figure 7. The exclusion limits (a) and the discovery reaches (b) obtained from three signal regions.
The integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1 is assumed.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. The global exclusion limits (a) and the discovery reaches (b) for 3000 fb�1 (red) and
1000 fb�1 (blue). The shaded region represent the uncertainty when varying the background yield
by 30%.

around the solid curves represent the uncertainty when varying the background yields by

±30%. One can see that changing the background by 30% results in a ⇠ 100 GeV shift

in M2 for the µ ⌧ M2 region. M2 can be constrained up to 1.8 TeV with µ <⇠ 800 GeV

for 3000 fb�1, which can be compared with the projected chargino neutralino mass limit

of 1.1 TeV for the high luminosity LHC with 3000 fb�1 obtained by ATLAS [3]. For 1000

fb�1 the limit on M2 is about 1.5 TeV with µ <⇠ 400 GeV as can be seen in Fig. 8(a).

Fig. 8(b) shows the global 5� discovery reach for 3000 fb�1 (red) and 1000 fb�1 (blue)

with the 30% uncertainty bands for background. One can see that charginos and neutrali-

nos can be discovered up to M2 <⇠ 1.1 TeV with µ <⇠ 500 GeV for 3000 fb�1 integrated

– 11 –

How far we can reach?

14

FIG. 8: Expected exclusion limit with background and signal errors fixed to ("sys,bkg, "sys,sig) =
(20%, 50%) [left]. Expected exclusion limit with ("sys,bkg, "sys,sig) = (50%, 20%) [right].

background systematic uncertainty is increased to 50%, discovery becomes impossible with

3000 fb�1; only 3� evidence is possible in the bulk of the parameter space. A larger

background systematic uncertainty implies that it is harder to reject the background

hypothesis, so a precise understanding of the backgrounds will be crucial for discovery.
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Any  SUSY sign at 13TeV 
(plots with the largest expect vs observed deviations  )1	lepton	(e	or	μ),	jets	and	ETmiss	

SUSY2016.					Davide	Costanzo	 Searches	for	Supersymmetry	with	ATLAS	 15	
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²  Different	signal	regions	based	on	
lepton	pT	and	n(jets)	

²  Use	ETmiss,	mT	and	meff		

Gluino	decay	via	chargino	

Two	different	scenario	
for	the	mass	differences	
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in	6	jets	SR	
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2	opposite-sign	leptons	(Z->ll),	jets	and	ETmiss	

SUSY2016.					Davide	Costanzo	 Searches	for	Supersymmetry	with	ATLAS	 17	

2	opposite	sign	leptons	
²  ≥2	jets		
²  Reconstruct	the	Z	mass	
²  ETmiss>225	GeV,	HT>600	GeV	

2.4	σ	excess	in	Signal	Region	(3	σ	in	Run-1)	
21	events	observed	in	SR	(10	ee,	11	μμ)	
p-value:	0.0079	
	
	

m(�̃0
1) = 1 GeV

See	J.	Long’s	talk.	Monday	 ATLAS-CONF-2015-082	
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One	Lepton,	b-jets	and	ETmiss	

SUSY2016.					Davide	Costanzo	 Searches	for	Supersymmetry	with	ATLAS	 19	

TargeCng	stop	producCon	

²  b	+	ETmiss	signature	

²  3	signal	regions	

m(t̃1)�m(�̃0
1) = 5 GeV

Excess	in	one	of	the		
Signal	Regions	
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1 lepton + jets + missing ET

opposite sign leptons  jets and missing ET(ATLAS-CONF-2015-082  

one lepton + b + ET miss 1603.03903
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background modeling at 13TeV

background samples except those produced with Sherpa [36]. The signal cross-sections are calculated at
next-to-leading order (NLO) in the strong coupling constant, adding the resummation of soft gluon emis-
sion at next-to-leading-logarithmic accuracy (NLO+NLL) [37–41]. The nominal cross-section is taken
from an envelope of cross-section predictions using di↵erent PDF sets and factorisation and renormalisa-
tion scales, as described in Ref. [42]. Only light-flavour quarks (u, d, s, c) are considered. Cross-sections
are evaluated assuming masses of 450 TeV for the light-flavour squarks or gluinos in cases of gluino- and
squark-pair productions, respectively. The free parameters in these models are mq̃ or mg̃, and m�̃0

1
.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: The decay topologies of (a) squark-pair production and (b, c) gluino-pair production, in the simplified
models with direct decays of squarks and direct or one-step decays of gluinos.

The summary of the SM background processes together with the MC generators, cross-section calculation
orders in ↵s, PDFs, parton shower and tunes used are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: The Standard Model background Monte Carlo simulation samples used in this paper. The generators,
the order in ↵s of cross-section calculations used for yield normalization (leading order (LO), next-to-leading or-
der (NLO), next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO), next-to-next-to-leading logarithm (NNLL)), PDF sets, parton
showers, and tunes used for the underlying event are shown.

Physics process Generator Cross-section PDF set Parton shower Tune
normalisation

W(! `⌫) + jets Sherpa 2.1.1 NNLO CT10 Sherpa Sherpa default
Z/�⇤(! ` ¯̀) + jets Sherpa 2.1.1 NNLO CT10 Sherpa Sherpa default
� + jets Sherpa 2.1.1 LO CT10 Sherpa Sherpa default
tt̄ Powheg-Box v2 NNLO+NNLL CT10 Pythia 6.428 Perugia2012
Single top (t-channel) Powheg-Box v1 NLO CT10f4 Pythia 6.428 Perugia2012
Single top (s- and Wt-channel) Powheg-Box v2 NLO CT10 Pythia 6.428 Perugia2012
tt̄ +W/Z/WW Madgraph 5.2.2.2 NLO NNPDF2.3LO Pythia 8.186 A14
WW, WZ, ZZ Sherpa 2.1.1 NLO CT10 Sherpa Sherpa default
Multi-jet Pythia 8.186 LO NNPDF2.3LO Pythia 8.186 A14

The production of �, W or Z bosons in association with jets is simulated using the Sherpa 2.1.1 generator.
For W or Z bosons, the matrix elements are calculated for up to two partons at NLO and up to additional
two partons at leading order (LO) using the Comix [43] and OpenLoops [44] matrix element generators,
and merged with the Sherpa parton shower [45] using the ME+PS@NLO prescription [46]. Events
containing a photon in association with jets are generated requiring a photon transverse momentum above
35 GeV. For these events, matrix elements are calculated at LO with up to three or four partons depending
on the pT of the photon, and merged with Sherpa parton shower using the ME+PS@LO prescription [47].

4

statistics in CR  
improve these  

Table 4: Breakdown of the dominant systematic uncertainties in the background estimates. The individual un-
certainties can be correlated, and do not necessarily add in quadrature to the total background uncertainty. �µ
uncertainties are the result of the control region statistical uncertainties and the systematic uncertainties entering
a specific control region. In brackets, uncertainties are given relative to the expected total background yield, also
presented in the Table. Empty cells (indicated by a ‘-’) correspond to uncertainties lower than 1 per mil.

Channel 2jl 2jm 2jt 4jt 5j 6jm 6jt
Total bkg 283 191 23 4.6 13.2 6.9 4.2
Total bkg unc. ±24 [8%] ±21 [11%] ±4 [17%] ±1.1 [24%] ±2.2 [17%] ±1.5 [22%] ±1.2 [29%]
MC statistics – ±2.3 [1%] ±0.5 [2%] ±0.31 [7%] ±0.5 [4%] ±0.4 [6%] ±0.32 [8%]
�µZ+jets ±7 [2%] ±6 [3%] ±2.5 [11%] ±0.7 [15%] ±1.0 [8%] ±0.8 [12%] ±0.7 [17%]
�µW+jets ±10 [4%] ±8 [4%] ±1.2 [5%] ±0.5 [11%] ±1.1 [8%] ±0.7 [10%] ±0.5 [12%]
�µ Top ±1.8 [1%] ±2.0 [1%] ±0.23 [1%] ±0.26 [6%] ±0.4 [3%] ±0.24 [3%] ±0.22 [5%]
�µMulti�jet ±0.05 [0%] ±0.09 [0%] ±0.1 [0%] – – – –
CR� corr. factor ±11 [4%] ±7 [4%] ±1.0 [4%] ±0.17 [4%] ±0.4 [3%] ±0.21 [3%] ±0.15 [4%]
Theory Z ±8 [3%] ±4 [2%] ±2.4 [10%] ±0.6 [13%] ±0.6 [5%] ±0.5 [7%] ±0.6 [14%]
Theory W ±2.9 [1%] ±2.5 [1%] ±0.5 [2%] ±0.29 [6%] ±0.7 [5%] ±0.5 [7%] ±0.4 [10%]
Theory top ±2.1 [1%] ±2.1 [1%] ±0.28 [1%] ±0.12 [3%] ±0.8 [6%] ±0.4 [6%] ±0.13 [3%]
Theory diboson ±15 [5%] ±15 [8%] ±1.0 [4%] – ±1.0 [8%] – –
Jet/Emiss

T ±0.7 [0%] ±0.6 [0%] ±0.09 [0%] ±0.1 [2%] ±0.4 [3%] ±0.21 [3%] ±0.19 [5%]

Uncertainties arising from theoretical modelling of background processes are evaluated by comparing
samples produced with di↵erent MC generators. The W/Z+jets events generated with Sherpa are com-
pared to events generated with MG5_aMC@NLO at leading order and interfaced to the Pythia 8.186
parton shower model. Uncertainties in the modelling of top quark pair production are estimated by com-
paring Powheg-Box to aMc@Nlo [90], and by accounting for di↵erent generator and radiation tunes.
Uncertainties associated with PDF modelling of top quark pair production are found to be negligible.
Uncertainties in diboson production due to scale and PDF uncertainties are accounted for by applying a
uniform 50% uncertainty in all SRs, and are the dominant source of uncertainty in SRs 2jl and 2jm. Un-
certainties associated with the modelling of Z+jets production are largest in the SRs with tight selection
cuts (up to 14%). The statistical uncertainty arising from the use of MC samples is largest (8%) in SR
6jt. The uncertainties arising from the data-driven correction procedure applied to events selected in the
CR� region, described in Section 7, are included in Table 4 under ‘CR� corr. factor’ and reach a value
of 4% in most of the SRs. The impact of lepton reconstruction uncertainties, and of the uncertainties
related to the b-tag/b-veto e�ciency, on the overall background uncertainty are found to be negligible for
all SRs. The total background uncertainties for all SRs, broken down into the main contributing sources,
are summarized in Table 4.

9 Results, interpretation and limits

The number of events observed in the data and the number of SM events expected to enter each of the
signal regions, determined using the background-only fit, are shown in Table 5 and Figure 4. The pre-fit
background expectations are also shown in Table 5 for comparison. The normalisation factors extracted
simultaneously through the fit range for the di↵erent signal regions between 0.7 and 1.2 for W+jets, 0.4
and 0.8 for tt̄(+EW) + single top, and 1.0 and 1.6 for Z/�⇤+jets backgrounds.

15

proton →　u, d(harder) , g(soft, but many)    
leading order gg→tt(large color factor))   NLO  qg→qtt(largest among 
luminosity) 　so, only at NNLO  scale dependence being canceled at last 

on going  progress on reducing the theoretical uncertainty on the background



3. Mostly Hamlesses 



2TeV Gauge bosons and subjet analysis
ATLAS diboson excess: Rejection of QCD background  
by about 40~70. requiring two boson you gain lot 

  boosted W (hadronic) is promising signature: idea 
started from  2007 Les Houches workshop ( →  
Butterworth et al 2008)  

Thing behind: IR& Collinear safe JET algorithm → Fastjet 

Ntr used  but being IR unsafe (still some kind of 
voodoo there)  

t-tbar resonance searches etc also on going→  
better subjet understanding toward FCC 

quark/gluion 

W



750 GeV Diphoton Experimental	results

ATLAS: local 3.9σ, global 2.1σ
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Figure 1: Observed diphoton invariant mass mgg spectra for the event categories used in the
analysis of the 13 TeV data: (upper row) magnetic field strength B = 3.8 T; (lower row) B = 0 T;
(left column) both photons in the ECAL barrel detector, (right column) one photon in the ECAL
barrel detector and the other in an ECAL endcap detector. The results of a likelihood fit to the
background-only hypothesis are also shown. The shaded regions show the 1 and 2 standard
deviation uncertainty bands. The lower panels show the difference between the data and fit,
divided by the statistical uncertainty in the data points.

limits and significance is studied for a subset of the hypothesis tests and is found to be about
10%. Thus the upper limits on the production cross section times branching fraction for the res-
onant production of two photons could be up to 10% higher, and the significance of an excess
over the SM up to 10% lower, than the results presented below.

The shape of the signal distribution in the likelihood function is given by the convolution of
the intrinsic shape, taken from the PYTHIA generator, with a function characterizing the CMS
detector response. The normalization is a free parameter of the fit. The intrinsic shape is gener-
ated for various mX values. The detector response is derived from a PYTHIA sample including
GEANT4 modeling using a coarser spacing in mX, assuming a small intrinsic width, and incor-
porating corrections derived from Z ! e+e� data. The intrinsic width and detector response
are interpolated to intermediate points using the “moment morphing” technique of Ref. [40].
At 13 TeV, the signal mass resolution, defined as the ratio of the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the distribution, divided by 2.35, to the peak position, is roughly 1.0 (1.5)% for the
EBEB (EBEE) categories.

CMS: local 3.4σ, global 1.6σ



Excitement

>450 papers

First announcement: Dec. 14, 2015

excitements… and more rumors
“human” tends to find structure  and meaning in the 

structure but significance was not so great  
“scientific subjective contour” 



baseline scenarioFeatures	of	new	particle

Challenges:

• large cross section (~5-10fb) → consistency with 8TeV

• large branching ratio of γγ

• (possibly) large total decay width (~45GeV)

S
γ

γ

p

p

i

i

2	simple/major	models

• large cross section

• large branching ratio of γγ

• (possibly) large total decay width

Model 1 Model 2
SM (top) new

new new

cross section γγ ratio
S

γ

γ

g

g

• Model of SM+singlet cannot explain excess

• Seen in early stage of LHC 13TeV   
→must be generated from gg fusion 
then  decay into two photonstwo 
photon final state  spin 0 or 2 

many papers on many particles  
in the loop …
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Figure 1: Contour plots of the upper bounds on the signal rate �(pp ! S ! ��)
max

as
functions of the cuto↵ scale ⇤ and the minimum e↵ective mass in the loop, me↵

min

, defined in
Eq. (14). Left: broad width case, �S,total = 45 GeV. Right: narrow width case, �S,total =
�(S ! gg) + �(S ! ��). The solid, dashed, and dotted lines show the contours of �(pp !
S ! ��)

max

= 10, 5, and 3 fb, respectively. The blue lines represent the case that S is a
scalar, while red lines are for the pseudoscalar case.

These bounds on �ba lead to the maximal values of �(S ! gg) and �(S ! ��) according to
Eqs. (15) and (16), which are then converted to the upper bound on the cross section for the
process pp ! S ! ��. In particular, as one can see from Eq. (1), the cross section becomes
larger as �(S ! gg) increases. In addition, when �(S ! gg) takes its largest possible value,
the partial decay rates into electroweak gauge boson pairs are always much smaller than
�(S ! gg), and �(pp ! S ! ��) increases as �(S ! ��) becomes larger. Thus, with ⇤
and m

e↵

min

being fixed, the cross section takes its largest value when �b

1

, �b

2

and �b

3

are
all maximized.

Fig. 1 shows the upper bound on �(pp ! S ! ��) as a function of ⇤ and m

e↵

min

,
which is obtained from Eqs. (1), (15), and (16). The left figure shows the case of fixed
broad width �S,total = 45 GeV, while the right figure represents the case of narrow width,
�S,total = �(S ! gg) + �(S ! ��).4 The red and blue lines show the cases that S is a
scalar and a pseudoscalar, respectively. Here, for simplicity, we have taken mi = m

e↵

min

to
calculate the running coupling with Eq. (12), and also to obtain the upper bound on �b

3

from Ref. [8].5

As can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 1, the cuto↵ scale ⇤ cannot be very large for
a broad width case. Below the kink at m ' 600–700 GeV, the constraint from the ↵

3

(µ)

4We have checked that the result does not change much even if we include other decay modes into
electroweak gauge boson pairs.

5As we shall see in the next section, the physical masses mi are typically smaller than the e↵ective mass
me↵

i in concrete models. Smaller masses give severer upper bounds on �ba for both of the constraints (i)
and (ii), and hence taking mi = me↵

min leads to conservative constraints.

5

blue scaler  
red peudo 
scalar 

the wave function of the bound state at the origin,  0(0), as follows [35]:

�tot = ���/c4
W +�g g + 2�X , (3)

��� = 48⇡Y 4
X ↵

2 | 0(0)|2/m2
S0

, (4)

�g g = 32⇡↵2
s | 0(0)|2/(3m2

S0
), (5)

where cW ⌘ cos✓W is the Weinberg angle, ↵s = g2
s /(4⇡), and ↵ is the fine structure constant,

respectively. The width �X in Eq. (3) is the total decay width of the heavy fermion X and it
is assumed to be smaller enough than other two terms ���/c4

W and �g g , which corresponds
to �X Æ O (1)MeV. This assumption will be discussed in the next section. Since ��� ⌧ �g g
when YX ⇠ O (1), the signal cross section �(pp! S0! ��) is proportional to Y 4

X .

The wave function and the mass of the bound state, 0(0) and mS0
, must be determined

to evaluate the cross section. They are obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation:
ñ
�r

2
r

mX
+ V (r)� E0

ô
 0(r) = 0, (6)

where E0 is the energy eigenvalue of the state, and thus the mass of the bound state is given
by mS0

= 2mX + E0. Here, the wave function is normalization to be
R

d3r ⇤0(r) 0(r) = 1.
The potential V (r) is composed of two different long-range interactions; one is from the
strong force and the other is from the Coulomb force, so that it is expressed as

V (r) = �Y 2
X

↵

|r| + VQCD(|r|). (7)

The explicit form of the QCD potential VQCD(|r|) is found in Ref. [35], which includes the
scale dependence of ↵s at a short distance as well as the long-range (non-perturbative)
QCD effect.#2 It is worth emphasizing that the Coulomb force contribution gives a sizable
correction to the potential. It enhances the wave function | 0(0)| by 10–30% when YX ¶ 1.
For instance, | 0(0)| ' 88, 90, 94, 99, 105 and 113 GeV1.5 when YX = 0, 2/3, 1, 4/3, 5/3
and 2, respectively, with mS0

being 750 GeV. We discuss it in more details in appendix A
together with a useful fitting function of | 0(0)| for various values of YX .

It is instructive to express the above result in terms of the effective lagrangian Leff, for
Leff is frequently used to discuss the diphoton excess from phenomenological viewpoints.
Since the bound state S0 is a pseudo-scalar particle composed of a pair of SU(2)L singlet
fermions, Leff should involve following dimension-five interactions at leading order:

Leff � CBB

mS0

S0 Bµ⌫ B̃µ⌫ +
Cg g

mS0

S0 Gaµ⌫ G̃a
µ⌫ , (8)

where Bµ⌫ (Ga
µ⌫) and B̃µ⌫ (G̃a

µ⌫) are the field strength tensor of the U(1)Y (SU(3)c) gauge bo-
son and its dual. Matching the effective lagrangian (8) with the diphoton cross section (2),
the absolute values of the coefficients, |CBB| and |Cg g |, turn out to be (4⇡���/c4

W mS0
)1/2 and

(⇡�g g/2mS0
)1/2, respectively. This fact means that the diphoton signal strength is uniquely

determined in our model when the hypercharge YX is fixed. This result is shown in Fig. 1,
where the predictions of our model are depicted by red stars on the (|Cg g |, |CBB|)-plane. For

#2Honestly speaking, the long-range (non-perturbative) QCD effect is negligible in our study, for the typical
Bohr radius of the bound-state S0 is sufficiently small thanks to the mass scale of the heavy fermion X .

3
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FROM QCD TOOLBOX  
• Angular distribution to discriminate  spin 1 and spin 2  
• number of  additional jets , photon eta distribution  to see initial state 
• Distributions of jets and photons of early data were rather 
skeptical…
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Figure 4: Left: jet multiplicity per accepted diphoton event for ggF (black), ��F (red), and irre-
ducible �� background (blue). Right: sample of accepted ggF signal (black) and ��F signal (red)
both combined with 50% �� background contamination with statistics corresponding to 20 fb�1.
Uncertainties are statistical only.
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Figure 5: Left: HT distribution per accepted diphoton event for ggF (black), ��F (red), and
irreducible �� background (blue). Right: sample of accepted ggF signal (black) and ��F signal
(red) both combined with 50% �� background contamination with statistics corresponding to 20
fb�1. Uncertainties are statistical only.

the scalar signal. In Figs. 4 and 5 (left), we present the jet multiplicity and scalar sum of trans-

verse energy, HT , of accepted diphoton events for ggF and ��F scalar prodution and irreducible

background (��). These observables demonstrate the additional hadronic activity, also visible in

the charged particle multiplicity, in ggF events compared to ��F or background events. The ggF

events prefer 2.0 jets per event, while the ��F and irreducible �� events have an average of 0.9 and

1.3 jets per event. However, a ggF scenario would not be distinguishable with the existing data due
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Figure 8: Left: pseudorapidity of accepted diphotons for ggF (black), ��F (red), and irreducible
�� background (blue). Right: pseudorapidity of photons in accepted diphoton events, normalized
by the number of accepted diphoton events, Nacc, for ggF (black), ��F (red), and irreducible ��
background (blue). Uncertainties are statistical only.

5 (right), we present the same distributions for a for a 50%-signal, 50%-�� sample of events with

statistics corresponding to 20 fb�1. The di↵erence in jet multiplicity for ggF vs. ��F production is

clearly discernible at 20 fb�1.

In additional to the di↵erence in overall amount of hadronic activity in the two production

scenarios, there is also di↵erent angular dependence due to the event color flow and kinematics

of the lab frame. In Fig. 6 (left), we show the suppression of central jets for |⌘j| . 4.5 in ��F

events. This e↵ect is somewhat washed out due to the peak in background �� events at central jet

rapidities.

The most striking feature comparing ��F to ggF events is the appearance of central pseudora-

pidity gaps for the former. We define a central rapidity gap as the maximum symmetric region of

pseudorapidity around ⌘ = 0 for which there are no tracks with pT > pT,min. We choose to only

consider tracks in the determination of this observable in order to guarantee the pileup contamina-

tion can be removed by tracker information. The ATLAS and CMS trackers have acceptance out

to |⌘| < 2.5, giving a maximum observable (track) gap size of �⌘ = 5. The fraction of signal events

containing such a rapidity gap for pT,min = 1 GeV is shown in Fig. 7 (left). The choice of pT,min was

made in order to optimize the di↵erence in number of gaps between ggF and ��F signals and to

ensure the tracks are high quality in order to be matched to the diphoton vertex, but we note that

pT,min 2 [0.8, 2] GeV is useful for discriminating between ggF and ��F production. The number of

events in the �⌘ = 5 bin is large from overflow of events with larger gap sizes (which cannot be

measured due to the acceptance of the tracker). Large rapidity gaps are exponentially suppressed
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spin correlation of ISR is in principle sensitive to the CP of scalar   
eta distribution and cosθ* of photon is sensitive to  spin 0 or 2  

PRD 93.095020 Csaki, Hubisz, Lombardo, Terning  



 my favorite alternatives 

QCD	bound	state

750GeV = ‘quarkonium’ of new particle w/. QCD&QED charges


• new particle: mass~750GeV/2, tiny decay width

• non-resonant productions of extra (colored) particles

Han,Ichikawa,Matsumoto,Nojiri,Takeuchi, 1602.08100

Kats,Strassler, 1602.08819

* new gauge symmetries for bound state: pseudo NG boson

  → more resonances

Photon	jets

collimated photons are regarded as single “photon” 3

Figure 1. Feynman diagram illustrating the production of a scalar resonance S followed by the decay into
collimated photon jets.

To be as model independent as possible, we will consider scenarios where a resonance X is
produced in proton-proton collisions and decays to two light particles a

1

, a
2

, each of which in turn
decays to N

i

photons:

pp ! X ! (a
1

! N

1

�) + (a
2

! N

2

�) . (2)

As a concrete realization, consider the case of a scalar resonance S with loop induced couplings to
gluons and tree level couplings to a light pseudo-scalar a, which in turn couples to photons:

L � �M

2

S

S

2 �m

2

a

a

2 +
1

⇤
SG

µ⌫

G

µ⌫ + �Saa+
1

f

aF

µ⌫

F̃

µ⌫

. (3)

Here, m
S

and m

a

are the masses of scalar and pseudoscalar, respectively, and 1/⇤, 1/f , � are
coupling constants. An LHC process which is induced by these couplings is shown in Fig. 1. The
five dimensionful parameters in eq. (3) are a priori independent and can be extracted from the
data. The position of the peak in the photon invariant mass peak determines M

S

, and the signal
cross section together with the decay width of S determines ⇤ and �. m

a

and f have to be chosen
such that the photon jets pass as regular photons, which is non-trivial since the coupling f of a
light pseudo-scalar to photons is strongly constrained [13].

III. DISTINGUISHING PHOTON JETS FROM ISOLATED PHOTONS

Consider a photon jet consisting ofN collimated photons. A regular isolated photon corresponds
to N = 1 in this notation. A photon jet will be registered as a converted photon if at least one
of the photons inside the jet converts and leaves a signal in the tracker. For a given conversion
rate p

conv for individual photons in a given jet, the probability that the photon jet appears as a
converted photon is then given by

p

conv

N

= 1� ⇥
1� p

conv

⇤
N

. (4)

Obviously, the probability that the photon jet appears as an unconverted event is

p

no-conv

N

= 1� p

conv

N

. (5)

For the moment, we neglect the possible issue arising from having more than two reconstructed
tracks associated with the photon candidate, which could make the photon fail isolation criteria.
We will come back to this point later.

collimated

ma~O(100)MeV

• photon conversion rate

• pT/Ecal: a→γγ→γe+e-


• Energy deposit pattern in calorimeter

c.f. more exotic case: S→(a→e+e-)+(a→e+e-) w/. displaced a

1512.04928,…,1602.03344,1602.04692

Model s+ axion  with φ= s+ ia  

NMSSM with slightly broken R-symmetry  
s: CP even Higgs boson      a: pseudo-NG 
boson  

mixing with η modify the branching ratio 
into 2 photons.  

 Knapen et al, Ellwanger et al ,Dasguputa et al, 

Bound state of heavy particles 

scalar decaying into peudoscalars.   not photon but photon jet  

either new gauge interaction  
or QCD interaction form  

bound state



of the bound state at the LHC. We solve the Schrödinger equation taking the effect of YX into
account, and obtain the wave function of the bound state. The cross section of the diphoton
signal turns out to be sensitive to YX , and found to be consistent with the excess when YX =
4/3. In section 3, we consider the case where X decays into a dark matter particle � and
multiple jets, and study the current collider bound on X by reinterpreting SUSY searches
at the 8 TeV and 13 TeV LHC. We found that the current 13 TeV data have already set the
strongest constraint on X and � with mX ⇠ 375 GeV, however mX �m� ¶ 30 GeV have not
been excluded yet. We will show in section 4 such a mass difference is preferable from a
cosmological viewpoint. Assuming the self-annihilation of � does not alter its thermal relic
density significantly, mX � m� Æ 40 GeV is indeed required for mX ⇠ 375 GeV. We briefly
mention the outlook of our scenario in section 5.

2 Quarkonium Productions and Decays

Various types of colored heavy fermions can contribute to the diphoton excess through their
non-relativistic bound states. We adopt in this paper the fermion which is odd under the Z2
symmetry, triplet under SU(3)c, singlet under SU(2)L and has a hypercharge YX . Essential
part of the Lagrangian describing this heavy fermion X is then given by

L X = X̄ (i /D�mX )X + · · · , (1)

where the covariant derivative is defined as /D = Dµ�µ and Dµ = @µ+i gs (�a/2)Ga
µ+i g 0YX Bµ

with Ga
µ and Bµ being the gluon and U(1)Y gauge boson fields and their corresponding

gauge couplings are gs and g 0, respectively. The mass of X is denoted by mX . The fermion
X have sufficiently short lifetime so that one can avoid stringent constraints from long-
lived colored particle searches at the LHC [29, 30] and to be consistent with cosmology.
The above Lagrangian should thus involve some interactions inducing such a decay, and
will be discussed in the next section, because those are not relevant to the discussion here.

When the heavy fermion X is pair produced near the threshold energy, the pair forms a
bound-state with a significantly enhanced production cross section. The diphoton process
at the LHC, pp ! X X̄ ! ��, is induced dominantly through the production of the lowest
1S0 (J PC = 0�+) state, which is denoted by S0 in our paper. The �� production cross section
through the bound state S0 is in the lowest order calculation computed as

�(pp! S0! ��) = K
s mS0

����g g

�tot

ñ
⇡

8

Z
d x1d x2�(x1 x2�m2

S0
/s) fg(x1) fg(x2)

ô
, (2)

where mS0
denotes the mass of the bound-state, s is the center-of-mass energy squared and

fg(x) is the gluon parton distribution function (PDF) inside a proton. We adopt the PDF of
MSTW2008NLO [31], where the parenthesis of the right-hand side takes a value of about
2137 at

p
s =13 TeV when mS0

= 750 GeV [4]. The so-called K-factor, which is introduced
to take higher order corrections into account, is denoted by K in the above formula, and is
fixed to be two in our analysis.#1 Total decay width of S0 and its partial decay widths into
photons and gluons are denoted by �tot, ��� and �g g , respectively. The widths are given by

#1There are two contributions to the K factor. First one is from perturbative QCD corrections and it enhances
the cross section by⇠ 50% [32]. The other one is from excited 1S0 bound states and those give another⇠ 50%
enhancement [33]. Contribution from continuum states above the threshold is negligible when YX Æ 2 [34].

2

QCD bound state 
• pp →X Xbar → S → gg, γγ, ZZ
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Figure 1: Red stars are predictions of our model on the (|Cg g |, |CBB|)-plane with YX being 2/3, 1,
4/3, 5/3 and 2, respectively. Contours of the diphoton cross section as a function of |Cg g | and |CBB|
are also shown by gray-dashed lines. Darker (lighter) green-shaded region corresponds to the cross
section experimentally favored by the diphoton excess at 1� (2�) level [3].

comparison, we also show contours of the diphoton cross section by grey-dashed lines as
a function of |Cg g | and |CBB|. The region painted by a darker (lighter) green color corre-
sponds to the one favored by the diphoton excess at 1� (2�) level [3]. It is worth notifying
that the increase of |Cg g | with respect to YX is from the hypercharge dependence of the
wave function, | 0(0)|. It can be seen that the heavy fermion with YX = 4/3 explains the
diphoton excess very well, so that will use it as a canonical model in following discussions.

2.1 Other bound state signals

When the bound state S0 is produced, it can decay into other channels, which have also
been searched for at the 8 TeV LHC. Since S0 is composed of SU(2)L singlet fermions, it
does not decay into W+W� but into Z�, Z Z due to the electroweak symmetry breaking.
Production cross sections of the channels at 8 TeV, �(pp! S0! Z�, Z Z), and experimental
limits on the cross sections obtained from 8 TeV data are shown in Table 1 with mX and YX
being 750 GeV and 4/3, respectively.#3 Experimental limits on both of the channels are still
weak, though the Z� channel will be important to test the model at the 13 TeV LHC.

At the threshold energy, the pp collision also produces a bound state which is color
neutral but has a spin one with quantum numbers, 3S1 (J PC = 0��), which is denoted by
S1 in this paper.#4 The bound state S1 degenerates with S0 in mass, and is produced dom-

#3All the production cross sections in the table have been computed at leading order, namely with the
K-factor being one, because the cross sections are already much below the experimental limits at the 8 TeV
LHC.

#4There are no color-octet bound states, because the strong SU(3)c interaction acts as a repulsive force.

4

X →DM + jets  (A New Class of 
simplified  DM)   

Han, Ishikawa, Matsumoto, Nojiri  JHEP 
04(2016) 159,mass density is almost 
independent of  σv(DM DM ) because of   
DM X coannihilaion: favoring mass 
difference around 40 GeV.  
X-> 2j, 3j  
Kats and Strassler JHEP05(2016)092  
weaker collider bound: 

  

Only higher dim decay 

the wave function of the bound state at the origin,  0(0), as follows [35]:

�tot = ���/c4
W +�g g + 2�X , (3)

��� = 48⇡Y 4
X ↵

2 | 0(0)|2/m2
S0

, (4)

�g g = 32⇡↵2
s | 0(0)|2/(3m2

S0
), (5)

where cW ⌘ cos✓W is the Weinberg angle, ↵s = g2
s /(4⇡), and ↵ is the fine structure constant,

respectively. The width �X in Eq. (3) is the total decay width of the heavy fermion X and it
is assumed to be smaller enough than other two terms ���/c4

W and �g g , which corresponds
to �X Æ O (1)MeV. This assumption will be discussed in the next section. Since ��� ⌧ �g g
when YX ⇠ O (1), the signal cross section �(pp! S0! ��) is proportional to Y 4

X .

The wave function and the mass of the bound state, 0(0) and mS0
, must be determined

to evaluate the cross section. They are obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation:
ñ
�r

2
r

mX
+ V (r)� E0

ô
 0(r) = 0, (6)

where E0 is the energy eigenvalue of the state, and thus the mass of the bound state is given
by mS0

= 2mX + E0. Here, the wave function is normalization to be
R

d3r ⇤0(r) 0(r) = 1.
The potential V (r) is composed of two different long-range interactions; one is from the
strong force and the other is from the Coulomb force, so that it is expressed as

V (r) = �Y 2
X

↵

|r| + VQCD(|r|). (7)

The explicit form of the QCD potential VQCD(|r|) is found in Ref. [35], which includes the
scale dependence of ↵s at a short distance as well as the long-range (non-perturbative)
QCD effect.#2 It is worth emphasizing that the Coulomb force contribution gives a sizable
correction to the potential. It enhances the wave function | 0(0)| by 10–30% when YX ¶ 1.
For instance, | 0(0)| ' 88, 90, 94, 99, 105 and 113 GeV1.5 when YX = 0, 2/3, 1, 4/3, 5/3
and 2, respectively, with mS0

being 750 GeV. We discuss it in more details in appendix A
together with a useful fitting function of | 0(0)| for various values of YX .

It is instructive to express the above result in terms of the effective lagrangian Leff, for
Leff is frequently used to discuss the diphoton excess from phenomenological viewpoints.
Since the bound state S0 is a pseudo-scalar particle composed of a pair of SU(2)L singlet
fermions, Leff should involve following dimension-five interactions at leading order:

Leff � CBB

mS0

S0 Bµ⌫ B̃µ⌫ +
Cg g

mS0

S0 Gaµ⌫ G̃a
µ⌫ , (8)

where Bµ⌫ (Ga
µ⌫) and B̃µ⌫ (G̃a

µ⌫) are the field strength tensor of the U(1)Y (SU(3)c) gauge bo-
son and its dual. Matching the effective lagrangian (8) with the diphoton cross section (2),
the absolute values of the coefficients, |CBB| and |Cg g |, turn out to be (4⇡���/c4

W mS0
)1/2 and

(⇡�g g/2mS0
)1/2, respectively. This fact means that the diphoton signal strength is uniquely

determined in our model when the hypercharge YX is fixed. This result is shown in Fig. 1,
where the predictions of our model are depicted by red stars on the (|Cg g |, |CBB|)-plane. For

#2Honestly speaking, the long-range (non-perturbative) QCD effect is negligible in our study, for the typical
Bohr radius of the bound-state S0 is sufficiently small thanks to the mass scale of the heavy fermion X .
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Figure 2: Parameter regions excluded by the 8 TeV LHC (M2, SR5 and SR6) and the 13 TeV LHC
(SR2jm) at 95% C.L. on the (mX ,�m)-plane. Systematic uncertainty of 16% on the signal cross
section is assumed. The region not favored from the dark matter (�) cosmological viewpoint is also
shown for both the cases of scalar and the fermionic � . See text for more details.

We found that the most sensitive signal region for our scenario is SR2jm which are designed
for the compressed spectra, where nj � 2 for jets with pT > 50 GeV & |⌘| < 2.8 and the
leading jet pT > 300 GeV are required to select mono-jet like events. We summarize in
Table 3 the most sensitive signal regions in Refs. [44–46] for our scenario.

Our results are summarized in Fig. 2, where parameter regions excluded at 95% C.L.
are shown on the (mX ,�m)-plane. Those are obtained using the prescription [58], �sig �
2��sig < �

95%
obs , in each selected signal region, where �sig is the signal cross section after

all the selection cuts applied in each signal region, while ��sig is its error which is taken
to be 16%, and �95%

obs is the 95% C.L. experimental upper limit on �sig quoted from the
corresponding ATLAS analysis. Larger�m provides less mono-jet like events with mX being
fixed, because additional jet activities reduce /ET relative to the total activity of the events
and thus reduce signal efficiencies. It can be seen that the parameter region with �m ¶
30 GeV has not been excluded yet by the mono-jet searches when mX ⇠ 375 GeV. The signal
regions SR5 and SR6 in Ref. [45] set much stringent constraints compared to the M2 region
in Ref. [44]. The M2 region was indeed optimized for the scalar top search, as it requires
strong criteria on the number of additional jets, leading to the reduction of multi-jet signal
events in our case. This is because the mass scale of X is higher than that expected in the
original scalar top analysis, and the probability to have additional jets becomes higher in
our case. The 13 TeV limit from the SR2jm region is slightly stronger than the 8 TeV results.
We find, however, the region with �m¶ 30 GeV still survives for mX ⇠ 375 GeV.

In the same figure, we have also depicted the parameter region that is not favored from
the cosmological viewpoint of � (dark matter). When � is a scalar (fermionic) particle, the
region with �m ¶ 50 (40) GeV is not favored, for the thermal relic density of � exceeds
the dark matter density observed today assuming that the self-annihilation cross section
of � is small. See the next section for more details. It can be seen that there is still an
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8TeV

13TeV

bound state signature  may fill this 
gap ( at least independently ) 

Note  scale uncertainty of signal 
distribution is also important  
             for the degenerate region



photon conversion and photon jet 

Detector is photon target: photon 
converts to e+ e- .    

Pconv→ Nγ x Pconv PT of electron pair  
Eγ → Eγ /Nγ.  different from BG 
photon and  diphoton signature 

However, electron is not just a 
“charged track” in tracker, but 
photon emitter. It may lose half of its 
energy in the detector.

1 Introduction

An electron can lose a significant amount of its initial energy due to bremsstrahlung energy losses when
interacting with the material it traverses. This is particularly relevant with modern tracking detector
designs, based on semiconductor technologies developed for optimal performance in stringent environ-
ments such as those at the LHC. Such tracking detectors are characterized by non-uniformly distributed
material with high concentrations at specific radial positions. While the detector elements themselves
contribute very little to the overall material budget, the requirements for on-detector electronics, power
distribution, cooling and mechanical support add significantly to it. Because of the electron’s small mass,
radiative losses can be substantial, resulting in alterations of the curvature of the electron’s trajectory
when it propagates through a magnetic field and hence of the electron track.

The ATLAS [1] Inner Detector allows the measurement of the trajectories of charged particles over
five units in pseudorapidity, |⌘| < 2.5, as well as the determination of their production vertices. It
comprises three sub-systems: a silicon Pixel Detector at low radius providing three space points per
track, a Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) providing four measurements in two stereo coordinates and a
Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) providing track-following and electron identification capability up
to |⌘| = 2.0. The whole tracker is surrounded by a solenoidal magnet with a central field of 2 T. The
overall material distribution of the ATLAS Inner Detector is shown in Fig. 1, illustrating significant
increases at higher pseudorapidities.

The electron reconstruction scheme used for the 2010 and 2011 publications of ATLAS results em-
ploys the same tracking algorithm for all charged particles, with all tracks fitted using a pion particle
hypothesis to estimate the material e↵ects. The lack of special treatment for bremsstrahlung e↵ects re-
sults in ine�ciencies in reconstructing the electron trajectory. It also results in the degradation of the
estimated track parameters, increasing with the amount of material encountered. This has a strong de-
pendence on the electron pseudorapidity. By taking into account bremsstrahlung losses (and the resulting
alteration of the track curvature) by using the Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF) [2, 3] approach, the estimated
electron track parameters are expected to be improved.

η
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Figure 1: Distribution of the Inner Detector material thickness given separately for each sub-detector as a function
of the pseudorapidity ⌘ reflecting the Inner Detector description implemented in the current ATLAS simulation.
The material of the Pixel and SCT detectors include the passive material mostly located behind the active silicon
sensors. The track-refitting technique presented in this note has been developed primarily to account for the
radiative energy losses due to this material.
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half of photon convert  
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conversion vertex



FIG. 4. The pT distribution of photons in the diphoton resonance (X), the di-photon-jet resonance

with N� = 2 (Y) and, the one with N� = 4 (Z), respectively. We also show the SM background

in 700GeV< m�� <800GeV. Here, we assume that the intermediate particle decays immediately

after its production, i.e. ⌧ = 0.

by the radiation length X

0

. The radiation length corresponds to either (a) the mean distance

which electron energy Ee becomes Ee/e by bremsstrahlung or (b) 7/9 of the mean free path

for e

+

e

� pair production by a high-energy photon. Both ATLAS and CMS have inner

trackers with the thickness corresponding to about 0.4X
0

at ⌘ = 0 and to about 2X
0

in the

forward region [41, 42]. After passing through the inner trackers, the electrons and photons

develop electromagnetic showers and its total energy are measured by the ECAL. Photons

are classified as unconverted photons if their ECAL activities do not match with the track or

reconstructed conversion vertex in the inner detector. Those with a matching reconstructed

conversion are classified as converted photons.

The number of photons in the photon-jets may be studied by looking for anomalies in the

electromagnetic shower profile. In particular, the fraction of the converted photon to the

identified photon at the ECAL and the energy fraction of the e

+

e

� pair to the photon-jet

energy measured at the ECAL contain important information. The fraction, P

��jet

conv

, for

example, must increase with N�,

P

��jet

conv

= 1 � (1 � P

�
conv

)N�
. (19)
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FIG. 7. The smeared distributions of the sum of the pT of the first e+e� pair measured by tackers.

Events are removed if the error of e+e� momentum is more than 30%. The labels are the same as

those in Fig. 4.

TABLE I. The fractions of event numbers in each category for given models.

A B C D E F

X 0.272 0.022 0.035 0.040 0.084 0.547
Y(⌧ = 0) 0.222 0.149 0.121 0.086 0.093 0.329
Z(⌧ = 0) 0.186 0.363 0.182 0.082 0.047 0.140
SM BG 0.244 0.036 0.055 0.062 0.102 0.500

In the smeared distributions, events containing e

± with pT & 200 GeV are removed due to

poor momentum resolution. The figure shows that the SM background events as well as the

events of the model X can be e�ciently reduced by putting an upper limit on p

sum

T .

In our analysis, we classify the events into six categories;

A: Events with �pT/pT > 30% for at least one of the converted electrons.

B: Events with p

sum

T  50 GeV.

C: Events with 50 GeV < p

sum

T  100 GeV.

D: Events with 100 GeV < p

sum

T  150 GeV.

E: Events with 150 GeV < p

sum

T .
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smeared/measurable track pT sum  
*soft electron from bremsstrahlung 
**high pT track momentum cannot 
be measured by tracker

e+e- tracks in the detector 

photon pT  
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arXiv.1607.01936 Fukuda et al 

FIG. 8. The histograms of the fitting parameter wX1 � wX2 for each model for a given s
0

fb and

for L
0

= 25 fb�1. In each panel, the labels of the histograms on the rights hand side denote the

true models.

in order to cover the low cross section possibility. In order to roughly estimate the 1� region

of the distribution of w

X,Y,Z, we calculate the distribution of the minimal value of w

P

for

100 sets of the MC samples for each model. When models X
1

and X
2

are taken, the only

independent parameter is w

X1 � w

X2 .
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4. Land of Flavor ?
Feb 2016: First Turns at SuperKEKB (4 GeV e+’s and 7 GeV e-’s)

First new particle collider since the LHC (intensity frontier rather 
than energy frontier; e+ e- rather than p p)

June 28, 2016  (LER beam current at 1000 mA, HER at 870 mA)

2017: Collisions at the Υ(4S) will produce pairs of QM entangled (B-anti B) mesons

NEWS



The b -> s l l anomalies

13

Descotes-Genon, Matias, Virto arXiv:1510.04239 

The b -> s l l anomalies

13

Descotes-Genon, Matias, Virto arXiv:1510.04239 

angular analysis give 3.4 sigma  fro B0-> K*0 μμ 

g-2 and Lepton flavor violation

Muon g-2 anomaly is an outstanding problem.  Dam=am
exp – am

the = 288(80)10-11 3s effect.

In MFV, operator responsible for g-2 can be induced by dimension 6 operators. 

They also induce lepton flavor violating processes. 
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“However, the combination of R(D) 
and R(D*) excludes the type II 2HDM 
charged Higgs boson with a 99.8% 
confidence level for any value of 
tan(β)/mH+”

In other words, found NP but killed the 2HDM NP model.

BaBar collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 101802 (2012)

20

This was not the end of the “three-body tale” and stimulated 
much additional experimental and theoretical work.
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Figure 6: The CP -averaged observables in bins of q2, determined from a maximum likelihood fit
to the data. The shaded boxes show the SM predictions based on the prescription of Ref. [19].
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Figure 1. Results of the full fit and experimental results for the B ! K⇤µ+µ� angular observables.
Here and in the following, we use darker (lighter) colours for the 68% (95%) probability regions.
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g-2(μ) 　

B →D(*) τ ν  

Maybe  charm effect? 

deviation is 4 σ but  
inconsistent with  

Type II Higgs 

RK at LHCb 2.6 σ  

3.6 σ



more anomaly and L𝜇- L𝜏 model  

Kaon Theory News Andrzej J. Buras

4. e 0/e Striking Back

4.1 Standard Model

One of the stars of flavour physics in the 1990s was the ratio e 0/e that measures the size of
the direct CP violation in KL ! pp relative to the indirect CP violation described by eK . On the
experimental side after heroic efforts on both sides of Atlantic the world average from NA48 [45]
and KTeV [46, 47] collaborations reads

(e 0/e)exp = (16.6±2.3)⇥10�4 . (4.1)

On the theory side a long-standing challenge in making predictions for e 0/e within the SM and
its extensions has been the strong interplay of QCD penguin contributions and electroweak penguin
contributions to this ratio. In the SM, QCD penguins give a positive contribution and electroweak
penguins a negative one. In order to obtain a useful prediction for e 0/e , the relevant contributions
of the QCD penguin and electroweak penguin operators must be know accurately. Reviews on e 0/e
can be found in [48–52].

As far as short-distance contributions (Wilson coefficients of QCD and electroweak penguin
operators) are concerned, they have been known already for more than twenty years at the NLO
level [53–58] and present technology could extend them to the NNLO level if necessary. First steps
in this direction have been taken in [8, 59, 60].

The situation with hadronic matrix elements is another story and even if significant progress on
their evaluation has been made over the last 25 years, the present status is clearly not satisfactory.
In order to describe the problem in explicit terms let me write down the formula for e 0/e recently
presented in [61]

e 0

e
= 10�4


Imlt

1.4 ·10�4

�h
a
�
1� Ŵeff

��
�4.1(8)+24.7B(1/2)

6
�
+1.2(1)�10.4B(3/2)

8

i
. (4.2)

This formula has been obtained by assuming that the real parts of the K ! pp isospin amplitudes A0

and A2, which exhibit the DI = 1/2 rule, are fully described by SM dynamics. Their experimental
values are used to determine to a very good approximation hadronic matrix elements of all (V �
A)⌦ (V �A) operators [57]. In this manner the main uncertainties in e 0/e reside in the parameters
B(1/2)

6 and B(3/2)
8 which parametrize the hadronic matrix elements of the (V �A)⌦ (V +A) QCD

penguin and electroweak penguin operators, Q6 and Q8, respectively. The first and the third term in
(4.2) summarize respectively the contributions of (V �A)⌦(V �A) QCD and electroweak penguin
operators that have been extracted using the experimental data on the real parts of A0 and A2.

The parameters a and Ŵeff summarize isospin breaking corrections and include strong isospin
violation (mu 6= md), the correction to the isospin limit coming from DI = 5/2 transitions and
electromagnetic corrections and can be extracted from [62, 63]. They are given as follows [61]

a = 1.017, Ŵeff = (14.8±8.0)⇥10�2 . (4.3)

Recently significant progress on the values of B(1/2)
6 and B(3/2)

8 has been made by the RBC-
UKQCD collaboration, who presented their results on the relevant hadronic matrix elements of the
operator Q6 [64] and Q8 [65]. These results imply the following values for B(1/2)

6 and B(3/2)
8 [23,61]

B(1/2)
6 = 0.57±0.19 , B(3/2)

8 = 0.76±0.05 , (RBC-UKQCD) (4.4)
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to be compared with their values in the strict large N limit of QCD [66–68]

B(1/2)
6 = B(3/2)

8 = 1, (large N Limit) . (4.5)

The low value of B(1/2)
6 in (4.4) is at first sight surprising and as it is based on a numerical

simulation one could wonder whether it is the result of a statistical fluctuation. But the very recent
analysis in the large-N approach in [69] gives strong support to the values in (4.4). In fact, in this
analytic approach one can demonstrate explicitly the suppression of both B(1/2)

6 and B(3/2)
8 below

their large-N limit and derive a conservative upper bound on both B(1/2)
6 and B(3/2)

8 which reads [69]

B(1/2)
6  B(3/2)

8 < 1 (large-N). (4.6)

While one finds B(3/2)
8 (mc) = 0.80± 0.10, the result for B(1/2)

6 is less precise but there is a strong
indication that B(1/2)

6 < B(3/2)
8 in agreement with (4.4). For further details, see [69].

Combining the lattice results in (4.4) with (4.2) a detailed numerical analysis in [61] gives

e 0/e = (1.9±4.5)⇥10�4 , (4.7)

roughly 3s away from the experimental value in (4.1).
But even discarding the lattice results, varying all input parameters, we find at the bound

B(1/2)
6 = B(3/2)

8 = 1,
(e 0/e)SM = (8.6±3.2)⇥10�4 , (4.8)

still 2s below the experimental data. We consider this bound conservative since employing the
lattice value for B(3/2)

8 in (4.4) and B(1/2)
6 = B(3/2)

8 = 0.76, instead of (4.8), one obtains (6.0±
2.4)⇥ 10�4. We observe then that even for these values of B(1/2)

6 and B(3/2)
8 the SM predictions

for e 0/e are significantly below the data. This is an important result as it shows that even if the
value of B(1/2)

6 from lattice calculations would move up in the future, the SM would face difficulty
in reproducing the data provided the large-N bound in (4.6) is respected. Thus it appears that we
have a new anomaly in flavour physics, this time coming from the K meson sector.

In contrast to our analysis the RBC-UKQCD lattice collaboration [64] does not include isospin
breaking effects and calculates all hadronic matrix elements directly, that is not imposing the DI =
1/2 rule. It is then not surprizing that with their values in (4.4) they get much less precise result for
e 0/e

(e 0/e)SM = (1.4±7.0)⇥10�4 , (4.9)

but also this result indicates that SM has some problems in reproducing the data.
As the bound in (4.6) plays a significant role in the conclusion that NP could be at work in

e 0/e , let me ask sceptical readers to have a look at [69, 70] where other successes of the large N
approach [66, 67, 71–74] are summarized. In particular those related to the DI = 1/2 rule and the
B̂K parameter entering eK that after almost three decades are supported by lattice QCD. Therefore,
I strongly believe that future more precise lattice calculations of B(1/2)

6 and B(3/2)
8 will confirm the

bound in (4.6) implying that indeed NP contributes significantly to e 0/e unless the error in the
experimental value in (4.1) has been underestimated.

The present situation with e 0/e reminds us the story of (g� 2)µ , where after fifteen years of
the Brookhaven result we are not fully confident, whether NP is at work here. New experiment
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Figure 3: 95% C.L. allowed regions for e 0/e and KL ! p0nn̄ . Left: model with flavour-changing Z boson
couplings Dsd

R = �0.5Dsd
L . Center: modified Z, LH scenario Dsd

R = 0. Right: 5 TeV Z’ with Dqq
R = 1 and

Dnn
L = 0.5. The plots are for B6 = 1 (blue), B6 = 0.76 (green), and B6 = 0.57 (red). The hatched regions are

the SM predictions at 2s . The gray band shows the experimental result for e 0/e . From [24].

to e 0/e dominantly through the QCD penguin operator Q6 and is capable of enhancing e 0/e and
KL ! p0nn̄ simultaneously [24, 41].

5. Summary

K meson flavour physics will surely strike back through the measurements of the branching
ratios K+ ! p+nn̄ and KL ! p0nn̄ and the improved theory of e 0/e . As pointed out already
in [77] precise measurements of both K ! pnn̄ branching ratios would offer the determination of
the unitarity triangle which could be compared with the one extracted these days dominantly from
B physics. In particular as demonstrated in [78, 79] within the SM and models with MFV, rather
precise determination of sin2b without the usual QCD penguin pollution and almost independently
of |Vcb| can be obtained. Analytic expressions for the parameters r̄ and h̄ in terms of the branching
ratios for K+ ! p+nn̄ and KL ! p0nn̄ can be found in these papers and numerical analyses have
been presented by us in several papers since then. Recently also the authors of [80] have shown that
the inclusion of eK and e 0/e in addition to K+ ! p+nn̄ and KL ! p0nn̄ could help to determine
such K-triangle.

Even if I happened to start such a game in [77], when we expected that the branching ratios
for K+ ! p+nn̄ and KL ! p0nn̄ will be measured at Brookhaven and Fermilab around the year
2000, I do not think that this strategy is a very efficient way to search for NP. With already rather
precise values of CKM parameters, obtained dominantly from B physics experiments, it appears to
me that it is more straightforward to identify NP by simply comparing precise SM predictions for
both branching ratios and e 0/e with the future precise data. In this manner not only departures of
SM predictions from data can be hopefully identified but the pattern of these deviations will give
us some hints what kind of NP could be responsible for these deviations.

A similar comment applies to the very old idea pioneered in [81] in the case of the deter-
mination of the charm quark mass from K0 � K̄0 mixing and the top quark mass from Bd � B̄d

mixing [82] that has been extended to rare decays, in particular K+ ! p+nn̄ and KL ! p0nn̄ ,
in [83]. It has recently been reconsidered in the context of general indirect determinations of mt
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Explaining h ! µ±⌧⌥, B ! K⇤µ+µ� and B ! Kµ+µ�/B ! Ke+e�

in a two-Higgs-doublet model with gauged Lµ � L⌧
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The LHC observed so far three deviations from the Standard Model (SM) predictions in flavour
observables: LHCb reported anomalies in B ! K⇤µ+µ� and R(K) = B ! Kµ+µ�/B ! Ke+e�

while CMS found an excess in h ! µ⌧ . We show, for the first time, how these deviations from the
SM can be explained within a single well-motivated model: a two-Higgs-doublet model with gauged
Lµ�L⌧ symmetry. We find that, despite the constraints from ⌧ ! µµµ and Bs–Bs mixing, one can
explain h ! µ⌧ , B ! K⇤µ+µ� and R(K) simultaneously, obtaining interesting correlations among
the observables.

I. INTRODUCTION

So far, the LHC completed the SM by discovering
the last missing piece, the Brout–Englert–Higgs parti-
cle [1, 2]. Furthermore, no significant direct evidence
for physics beyond the SM has been found, i.e. no new
particles were discovered. However, the LHC did ob-
serve three ’hints’ for new physics (NP) in the flavor sec-
tor, which are sensitive to virtual e↵ects of new parti-
cles and can be used as guidelines towards specific NP
models: h ! µ⌧ , B ! K⇤µ+µ�, and R(K) = B !
Kµ+µ�/B ! Ke+e�. It is therefore interesting to ex-
amine if a specific NP model can explain these three
anomalies simultaneously, predicting correlations among
them.

LHCb reported deviations from the SM predictions [3,
4] (mainly in an angular observable called P 0

5 [5]) in
B ! K⇤µ+µ� [6] with a significance of 2–3� depending
on the assumptions of hadronic uncertainties [7–9]. This
discrepancy can be explained in a model independent ap-
proach by rather large contributions to the Wilson coe�-
cient C9 [10–12], i.e. an operator (s�↵PLb)(µ�↵µ), which
can be achieved in models with an additional heavy neu-
tral Z 0 gauge boson [13–15]. Furthermore, LHCb [16] re-
cently found indications for the violation of lepton flavour
universality in

R(K) =
B ! Kµ+µ�

B ! Ke+e�
= 0.745+0.090

�0.074 ± 0.036 , (1)

which disagrees from the theoretically rather clean SM
prediction RSM

K = 1.0003± 0.0001 [17] by 2.6�. A possi-
ble explanation is again a NP contributing to Cµµ

9 involv-
ing muons, but not electrons [18–20]. Interestingly, the
value for C9 required to explain R(K) is of the same
order as the one required by B ! K⇤µ+µ� [8, 21].
In Ref. [15], a model with gauged muon minus tauon
number (Lµ � L⌧ ) was proposed in order to explain the
B ! K⇤µ+µ� anomaly.

Concerning Higgs decays, CMS recently measured a
lepton-flavour violating (LFV) channel [22]

Br[h ! µ⌧ ] =
�
0.89+0.40

�0.37

�
% , (2)

which disagrees from the SM (where this decay is forbid-
den) by about 2.4�. Such LFV SM Higgs couplings are

induced by a single operator up to dim-6 and Br[h ! µ⌧ ]
can easily be up to 10% taking into account this op-
erator only [23–28]. However, it is in general di�cult
to get dominant contributions to this operator in a UV
complete model, as for example in models with vector-
like leptons [29]. Therefore, among the several attempts
to explain this h ! µ⌧ observation [30–34], most of
them are relying on models with extended Higgs sec-
tors. One solution employs a two-Higgs-doublet model
(2HDM) with gauged Lµ � L⌧ [35].
The abelian symmetry U(1)Lµ�L⌧ is interesting in gen-

eral: not only is this an anomaly-free global symmetry
within the SM [36–38], it is also a good zeroth-order ap-
proximation for neutrino mixing with a quasi-degenerate
mass spectrum, predicting a maximal atmospheric and
vanishing reactor neutrino mixing angle [39–41]. Break-
ing Lµ � L⌧ is mandatory for a realistic neutrino sector,
and such a breaking can also induce charged LFV pro-
cesses, such as ⌧ ! 3µ [42, 43] and h ! µ⌧ [35].

Supplementing the model of Ref. [35] with the in-
duced Z 0 quark couplings of Ref. [15] can resolve all three
anomalies from above. Interestingly, the semileptonic B
decays imply lower limit on g0/MZ0 , which allows us to
set a lower limit on ⌧ ! µµµ, depending on h ! µ⌧ .

II. THE MODEL

Our model under consideration is a 2HDM with a
gauged U(1)Lµ�L⌧ symmetry [35]. The Lµ �L⌧ symme-
try with the gauge coupling g0 is broken spontaneously
by the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of a scalar �
with Q�Lµ�L⌧

= 1, leading to the Z 0 mass

mZ0 =
p
2g0h�i ⌘ g0v� , (3)

and Majorana masses for the right-handed neutrinos1.
Two Higgs doublets are introduced which break the

electroweak symmetry:  1 with Q 1
Lµ�L⌧

= �2 and  2

1
Active neutrino masses are generated via seesaw with close-to-

maximal atmospheric mixing and quasi-degenerate masses [35].
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FIG. 1: Left: Allowed regions in the cos(↵ � �)–sin(✓R) plane. The blue (light blue) region corresponds to the 1� (2�)
region of the CMS measurement of h ! µ⌧ for tan� = 50; yellow stands for tan� = 10. The (dashed) red contours mark
deviations of h ! ⌧⌧ by 10% compared to the SM for tan� = 50 (10). The vertical green lines illustrate the naive LHC limit
| cos(↵� �)| <⇠ 0.4, horizontal lines denote the 90% C.L. limit on ⌧ ! 3µ via Z0 exchange.

Right: Allowed regions in the �dL
23 –mZ0/g0 plane from B ! K⇤µ+µ� and R(K) (yellow) and Bs mixing (blue). For Bs mixing

(light) blue corresponds to (mQ = 15mZ0/g0) mQ = mZ0/g0. The horizontal lines denote the lower bounds on mZ0/g0 from
⌧ ! 3µ for sin(✓R) = 0.05, 0.02, 0.005. The gray region is excluded by NTP.

B. Lepton decays

While the Higgs contributions to ⌧ ! µµµ and ⌧ ! µ�
turn out to be very small in most regions of parameter
space [35] due to the small lepton masses involved, the Z 0

contributions to ⌧ ! 3µ can be sizable [42] and restrict
✓2R/v

4
�. The branching ratio is given by

Br [⌧ ! 3µ] ' m5
⌧

512⇡3�⌧

g04

m4
Z0

sin2 (2✓R) , (14)

which has to be compared to the current upper limit
of 2.1 ⇥ 10�8 at 90% C.L. [48] obtained by Belle. A
combination with data from BaBar [49] gives an even
stronger limit of 1.2⇥10�8 at 90% C.L. [50], to be used in
the following. For small ✓R, the branching ratio for ⌧ !
µ� is proportional to the same combination ✓2R/v

4
�, but

highly suppressed by 2↵/⇡, and hence not as restrictive.

C. B ! K⇤µ+µ� and B ! Kµ+µ�/B ! Ke+e�

Both B ! K⇤µ+µ� and R(K) are sensitive to the

Wilson coe�cients C(0)µµ
9 and C(0)µµ

10 .4 While in our
model the contribution to C10 is suppressed by sin(2✓R)
(or even sin(2✓L)), the Wilson coe�cients Cµµ

9 and C 0µµ
9

with muons are generated (as well as C⌧⌧
9 and the ✓R

4
For conventions see Refs. [8, 19].

suppressed Cµ⌧
9 ). C 0ee

9 is not a↵ected, which natu-
rally generates violations of lepton flavour universality
in B ! Kµ+µ�/B ! Ke+e�. We find

C(0)µµ
9 ' g02p

2m2
Z0

⇡

↵

1

GFVtbV ⇤
ts

�dL(R)
23 , (15)

where we set cos(2✓R) = 1. As already noted in Ref. [10,
51] Cµµ

9 < 0 and C 0µµ
9 = 0 gives a good fit to data. Using

the global fit of Ref. [8] we see that at (1�) 2� level

� 0.5 (�0.8) � ReCµµ
9 � (�1.6) � 2.0 . (16)

Interestingly, the regions for Cµµ
9 required by R(K) and

B ! K⇤µ+µ� lie approximately in the same region. Fur-
thermore, a good fit to the current data does not even
require C 0µµ

9 [8], so we neglect it in the following for sim-
plicity. This can be achieved in the limit mD � mQ,
resulting in �dL � �dR. We will also assume our Cµµ

9
to be real for simplicity. Note that our model predicts
the decay B ! Kµ⌧ (recently discussed in Refs. [52])
to be suppressed by ✓2R compared to B ! Kµµ, while
B ! Kµe and B ! K⌧e are forbidden.

D. Bs–Bs mixing

The interactions of Z 0 and � relevant for B ! Kµ+µ�

also contribute to Bs–Bs mixing [15]. For mD � mQ,

U(1)Lμ-Lτ couple  to vector like quark  
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FIG. 2: Left: Correlations between h ! ⌧µ and ⌧ ! µ� for sin↵ = 0.2. The couplings YEL, YLE ,�µL,�µE ,�⌧L,�⌧E are
scanned in the range 0.5 � 2 and and ME = ML in the range 1 TeV � 3 TeV as well as 0.1v < v� < 2v. The gray region
is excluded by the current bound on BR(⌧ ! µ�). The horizontal dashed line indicates the experimental central value of
BR(h ! ⌧µ). Center: Regions in the �µE vs. �⌧E = �⌧L plane where both the h ! ⌧µ signal and the (g� 2)µ discrepancy can
be explained simultaneously. In the plot ME = ML = 1 TeV, YLE = YEL = 2, tan↵ = 0.2 and we consider 3 scenarios specified
in the text. Right: Allowed regions in the v�/v vs. mZ0/g0 plane from h ! ⌧µ (1�) and ⌧ ! 3µ (95% C.L.) for ↵ = 0.1 (blue)
and ↵ = 0.2 (red). In the gray region the b ! sµµ data cannot be explained by NP without violating Bs mixing bounds.

that is induced by tree level exchange of the Z 0. We find
a strong correlation of the ⌧ ! 3µ and h ! ⌧µ branching
ratios

BR(⌧ ! 3µ)

BR(⌧ ! µ⌫⌫)
' 2v2v2�(g

0)4

m4

Z0

1

tan2 ↵

BR(h ! ⌧µ)

BR(h ! ⌧⌧)
, (15)

where we neglected small contributions to ⌧ ! 3µ from Z
boson exchange. The current upper limit of the branch-
ing ratio is BR(⌧ ! 3µ) < 1.2 ⇥ 10�8 at 90% C.L. [17]
and sensitivities down to branching ratios of the order of
10�9 seem feasible at Belle II [88]. The current bound
already sets strong constraints on the ratio of Z 0 mass
and g0 gauge coupling

mZ0

g0
& 17TeV

⇣v�
v

⌘ 1
2

✓
0.2

tan↵

◆ 1
2
✓
BR(h ! ⌧µ)

0.84%

◆ 1
4

.

(16)
If the Z 0 is to explain the hints for NP in b ! sµµ (once
vector-like quarks are added) without violating bounds
from Bs meson oscillations, the Z 0 parameter space is
contrained: mZ0/g0 . 5 TeV [9, 27]. Given the stringent
lower bound in (16), a simultaneous explanation of a h !
⌧µ signal and the B decay anomalies is only possible if v�
is well below the electroweak scale. This is illustrated in
the right plot of Fig. 2. We explicitly checked that such
small values of v� are compatible with an explanation of
h ! ⌧µ and (g � 2)µ.

Summary and Outlook. In this Letter we proposed
a framework that can give rise to a h ! ⌧µ rate at
current experimental sensitivities without violating the
strong constraints from other flavor violating ⌧ ! µ pro-
cesses, in particular from the ⌧ ! µ� decay. Mixing of
the SM muons and taus with heavy vector-like leptons

leads to LFV e↵ects, that are controlled by a gauged
Lµ � L⌧ symmetry. The relative size of ⌧ ! µ� and
h ! ⌧µ is determined by the mass of the vector-like lep-
tons and the mass of a scalar � that breaks Lµ � L⌧ ,
such that BR(⌧ ! µ�)/BR(h ! ⌧µ) / m4

'/M
4. Inter-

estingly, despite the protection of ⌧ ! µ�, our Lµ � L⌧

model allows to explain the anomalous magnetic moment
of the muon because the corresponding flavor conserving
dipole operator is not protected by the Lµ�L⌧ symmetry.
Similarly, also the flavor conserving decay of the Higgs
into muons is not protected by Lµ�L⌧ and can show siz-
able deviations from SM prediction, testable at the LHC.
One can even account for the observed discrepancies in
b ! sµ+µ� data once vector-like quarks are added to the
model, leading to sizable rates for ⌧ ! 3µ observable at
Belle II.

The concept of our explicit Lµ � L⌧ flavor model can
be easily generalized. In the absence of new sources of
electroweak symmetry breaking, a h ! ⌧µ rate at the %
level is generically in conflict with the stringent bounds
from ⌧ ! µ� [14]. Barring fine tuned cancellations, the
corresponding upper bound on BR(h ! ⌧µ) . 10�6 is
four orders of magnitude below the current experimental
sensitivities for h ! ⌧µ. Even though the setup pro-
posed in this Letter does not contain new sources of elec-
troweak symmetry breaking, the constraint from ⌧ ! µ�
can be avoided because a flavor symmetry controls the
LFV transitions and enforces cancellations among di↵er-
ent contributions. The relevant dimension six operators
leading to h ! ⌧µ and ⌧ ! µ� decays are forbidden by
the flavor symmetry and require additional insertions of
a flavon field � to compensate the flavor charge. If the
NP sector is su�ciently complex, it can contain multi-
ple scales and e↵ects in ⌧ ! µ� can be decoupled from
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correlation with   
K rare  decays? 

Implication  to τ decays 



5.Summary 
Overall LHC is successful. It is  based on solid science, 
especially, precision EW calculation,   higher order 
QCD, development of MC tools.  fantastic job 
compared with our expectations at 23 years ago(at the 
time of SSC cancellation) , really!  

Anomaly are more abundant in flavor physics now.  Are 
there something more to be developed? Or are we in 
the “who ordered this” situation?  

 Is understanding good/excluded  regions in effective/
simplified  theory  enough to justify the existence of 
HEP on the earth?



Life and Universe 
and Everything 

Neither Deep thought without no data nor Low Energy 
Effective theory to fit data  brings the answer to “the big 
question” 

MOST IMPORTANTLY,  we are here on the earth to think 
about the question, not the answer…  

 I think BSM models still shining (though I have been 
always in the side of phenomenology)  

We should not give up chasing true beauty of the nature

≠   42 


